NAME:________________________________
PHONE:_______________________________
CONSULTANT:________________________

DATE:___________

1. On a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being a significant difference), how much
softer & smoother does your face feel after using Mary Kay today?
Circle one:

1

2

3

4

TimeWise Miracle Set 3D
4 sets
6 sets
Individual sets : ____, ____, ____

3. I am grateful someone shared the Mary Kay opportunity with me
and in turn I share the same opportunity with everyone I meet.
Below are the main reasons why women choose to join Mary Kay
(either spare-, part- or full-time). Mark any that appeal to you.
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2. From the shopping sheet, what sets were your favorites?
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Money (50% sales profit)
Recognition (Praise & Prizes)
Self-Confidence (Be empowered by a Positive Environment)
Career Car (Car or Cash!)
Advancement at your own Pace (No Limits/No Pressure)
Be Your Own Boss (Design your own paycheck & schedule)
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4 . Based on the information just given, please honestly rate your
interest level in receiving more information on a Mary Kay career
(part-time or full-time).
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1. I prefer to support you as a Customer/Hostess
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2. Tell me more! I have questions.
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3. Where do I sign? I want to make some extra money!
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* $100 Starter Kit to begin your own business!
* No sales quotas/No territories
* 90% Inventory buy-back if you do change your mind
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